We study the locally unextendible non-maximally entangled basis (LUNMEB) in
Introduction
The unextendible product basis (UPB) has been extensively investigated. Considerable elegant results have been obtained with interesting applications to the theory of quantum information [1, 2, 3] . Recently S. Bravyi and J. A. Smolin generalized the notion of the UPB to unextendible entangled basis. They studied the special case -unextendible maximally entangled basis (UMEB) in H (ii) φ a |φ b = δ a,b ; (iii) ∀ a, b, there exits a unitary operator U ab such that |φ a = (U ab I)|φ b ; (iv) if Φ|φ a = 0 for all a, then there is no unitary operator V such that (V I)|φ a = |Φ for some a.
As the local unitary transformations do not change the degree of entanglement, all the basic vectors |φ a in LUNMEB have the same entanglement. The main theorem in [5] claims that starting from a general non-maximally entangled state, one can get at most d orthogonal vectors to form a LUNMEB by applying a set of specific local unitary transformations. However, the proof of this theorem has a flaw, and the main result is also not correct in general. We can give a counter example to show the theorem is wrong for d = 4.
In addition, we study thoroughly the case of d = 2. In [5] special unitary operators are used to show that there are no more than two orthogonal vectors in LUNMEB for d = 2. We will show that for d = 2, any unitary transformation applying to one party of a given nonmaximally entangled state can ensure that there does not exist the third vector in constructing a LUNMEB. Thus we give a complete result of LUNMEB for H 2 H 2 .
Counter example in H
We first review the proof of the main theorem in [5] which claims that a LUNMEB in
consists of at most d orthogonal vectors of non-maximally entangled states. The unitary basic operators on H d used in [5] are given by
where i = √ −1. Thus any unitary transformation V can be represented as
where the coefficients f pq should satisfy some conditions such that V is unitary. Let |φ be a non-maximally entangled state in Schmidt form:
where C k ≥ 0, and the Schmidt rank of |φ is larger than one (at least two non-zero Schmidt numbers C k ). Start with |φ one can get d states which are mutually orthogonal:
To show that the set of states |φ 0m in (4) is unextendible, one has to show that there does not exist unitary operator V = p,q f pq U pq such that |Φ = (V I)|φ is orthogonal to all |φ 0m . From
the authors in [5] derived that
thereby f pq = 0, ∀p, q. However, this conclusion is not correct. Since
We consider the case of d = 4. We take C 0 = C 2 = 1/ √ 3, C 1 = C 3 = 1/ √ 6 and begin with the state |φ = 1
The first four states which are mutually orthogonal can be obtained from (4) by using the set of special unitary operators given in equation (1):
To find a unitary operator V = p,q f pq U pq such that |Φ = (V I)|φ is orthogonal to all vectors |φ 0m , we take
and other f pq = 0. The unitary operator V has a matrix form, under the ordered basis |0 , |1 , |2 and |3 :
Therefore we have
It is easily checked that φ 0m |Φ = 0, ∀ m. Hence we can get at least five orthogonal vectors which are local unitary equivalent. And the theorem in [5] does not hold in this case.
LUNMEB in H
We have shown that the basis consisted of d mutually orthogonal states (4) is not unextendible generally. In fact, to investigate thoroughly the existence and the numbers of LUNMEB existed for a given system, it is not enough to use the particular unitary operators (1) in constructing the basis. One should use general unitary operators V to find the second vector |Φ = (V I)|φ that is orthogonal to the given non-maximally entangled state |φ , and repeat the procedure to find the basic vectors, until the condition (iv) in the first section applies. However, for general H d H d system it is formidable to solve such problems completely. In the following, we give a complete solution to the problem of locally unextendible non-maximally entangled basis for the case of H 2 H 2 .
We start with a non-maximally entangled state in the Schmidt decomposition form:
where C 0 = C 1 are non-zero and C For the possible construction of the third vector, suppose |Ψ = (U I)|φ is orthogonal to both |φ and |Φ . From the similar reason to the construction of |Φ , we have U |0 = e iµ |1 , and U |1 = e iη |0 . From
we obtain e i(α−µ−β+η) = −C 2 1 /C 2 0 , which implies C 0 = C 1 . Therefore the third basis |Ψ does not exist, and |φ and |Φ form a LUNMEB.
Conclusion and discussion
The unextendible product basis (UPB), the unextendible maximally entangled basis (UMEB) and the locally unextendible non-maximally entangled basis (LUNMEB) in H d H d are of significance in the theory of quantum information. However, the results obtained so far are far from being satisfied. Even for UMEB, one can only solve the problem completely for the case of d = 2 [4] .
We have studied the locally unextendible non-maximally entangled basis. In correcting an error in [5] , we have shown that there could be more than d orthogonal vectors in a LUNMEB for H d H d systems. Like the UMEB, we completely solved the problem of LUNMEB for the case of d = 2. The approach we used can be applied to the study of LUNMEB for high dimensional cases. Nevertheless, the problem becomes complicated as d increases.
